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E XECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

 

 

Indian automobile industry is the fastest growing industry. Since the government has 

increased the Foreign Direct Investment in this sector and declined the licensing it has 

boomed in India as many a foreign layers has entered India since then. This has not only 

bring the foreign investment into India but also brought into the latest advancements and 

technologies in the automobile and automotive industry. The Indian economy is at 

continuous growing and income & sending of eole has imroved. So there is a good 

market for the automobile comanies as this roduct has emerged as a necessity for the 

eole of India. NHAI (National Highway Authority of India) and the municial and state road 

cororations has also contributed a lot to this. The study is about the Customer Relationshi 

Management and the various ractices of the automobile industry to gain and retain their 

customers in this arena of high cometition. This study is to show the clear icture of the 

various CRM ractices in the automobile industry by taking Hero MOTOCORP. as a reference 

and studying its CRM ractices and the various customer centric rogrammes launched by 

Hero MOTOCORP. for it’s customer welfare and how it is being alied by the emloyees of 

the resective organization to initiate, build and maintain a long term relationshi with the 

customers to get organization and brand loyalty and create furthermore reselling & 

reurchasing of the two wheelers of the same brand to get otential new customers and 

thereby accomlishing the overall objective of organizations. With this studying the 

consumer behaviour has also been the basic need of the comanies so that a ro active 

action can be taken to imrove faults within if any and aly the various recommendations 

to achieve the target of becoming the major layer in the market. 

 

 
With the fast changing environment, “Management” becomes an exciting, thought 

rovoking as well as an intriguing task, exciting became the rofessionally qualified and 

comonent managers are exected to convert threats into oortunities bring order and 

stability out of chaos and remove darkness that may loom large in the horizon. Though 

rovoking as it rovides food for thought to the managers to build strategic action lans in 

shaing the economic destiny of an enterrise and the society at large. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
India has been much known in recent years, and has been the reciient of major foreign 

investment in its automobile industry, it has in many ways not got the attention of the world’s 

other major develoing country, China – but this is about to change. With the world’s 2nd largest 

and fastest-growing oulation, there is no doubt on India’s otential in both the economic and 

oulation terms and the effect it will have on the automobile and automotive industry in the 

years to come. The country is ready for a good start now, with a well-develoed comonents 

industry and a roduction level of 10 Lakh four-wheeled vehicles, lus 45 Lakh two wheelers 

and 10 lakh three-wheelers every year. 

 
Following India's growing automobile industry, the arrival of new and existing models, easy 

availability of automobile loans at a relatively low rate of interest and discounts offered by the 

dealers and manufacturers on the cost of vehicles all have stirred the demand for vehicles and a 

strong growth of the Indian automobile industry. 

 
1.1 INDUSTRY PROFILE 

 
 

Automobile Dealer Network in India 

In terms of Car dealer network and authorized service stations, Maruti Udhyog Limited (MUL) 

leads the ack with the Dealer network and workshos across the country. The other leading 

automobile manufactures are also trying to coe u with and are oening their service stations 

and dealer workshos in almost all the major cities and metros of the country. Dealers offer 

various kinds of discount in finances who in turn ass it on to the customers in the form of 

reduced rate of interest. 

 
Major Players in the Automobile Industry 

 Maruti Udyog Ltd (MUL). 

 Daewoo Motors India 

 Hero Motors 

 Bajaj Auto 
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 General Motors India 

 Eicher Motors 

 Hindustan Motors 

 Hyundai Motors India Ltd. 

 TVS Motors 

 Telco 

 Ford India Ltd. 

 Royal Enfield Motors 

 Swaraj Mazda Ltd 

Government has liberalized the terms for foreign investment and imort of technology and that 

aears to have benefited the automobile sector in India.. It is likely that the roduction of such 

vehicles will exceed 1 Crore in the next coule of years. 

 
The Major Factors Behind This Uswing 

Sales incentives, introduction of the attractive models as well as new variants couled with easy 

availability of finance at low rate of interest with easy reayment otions continued to drive the 

demand and sales . The risk of an increase in the rate of interest, the imact of delayed monsoons 

on the rural demand, and an increase in the costs of inuts such as iron and steel are the key 

concerns for the layers in the automobile industry. As the automobile layers continue to 

introduce the new models and variants, the cometition in the market may intensify further. The 

ability of the automobile layers to contain costs and focus on the exorts will be critical for the 

better erformance of their resective comanies. 

Even Growth 

Oosing the belief that the growth in automobile industry has catered only to the to income- 

stratum of society, Growth of exorts of 32.8 %., the fastest growth in volumes has come from 

commercial vehicles as against assenger cars. 

for every assenger car turned out by the automobile sector, there were at least 7 two-wheelers 

roduced. In the two wheeler segment, there is a great reference for motorcycle followed by 

scooter, with both the roduction and the domestic sales of motorcycle increasing at faster rate 

than for scooter in the current and the revious years. However, moed has registered lower or 

negative growth. Exort growth rate has been high for both the motorcycles and the scooters. 
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1.2 COMPANY PROFILE 

 
Hero MotoCor Limited is a two-wheeler manufacturer. The Comany manufactures and sells 

motorized two wheelers u to 350 cubic centimeters (cc) engine caacity, sare arts and related 

services. Its roducts include Karizma ZMR, Karizma, Xtreme Sorts, Xtreme, Hunk, Imulse, 

Achiever, Ignitor, Glamour Programmed FI, Glamour, Suer Slendor, Passion XPRO, iSmart 

110, Passion PRO, Passion PRO TR, Slendor iSmart, Slendor PRO Classic, Slendor PRO, 

Slendor+, HF Deluxe ECO, HF Deluxe, HF Dawn, Duet, Maestro Edge, Maestro and Pleasure. 

It offers over 20 roducts comrising 100 cubic centimeters (CC), 110CC, 125CC, 150CC, 

225CC and scooter category. Its manufacturing lants are located in Dharuhera, Haryana; 

Gurgaon, Haryana; Haridwar, Uttarakhand; Neemrana, Rajasthan, and Villa Rica, Colombia. Its 

research and develoment center is located in Jaiur, Rajasthan. It has a Global Parts Centre for 

manufacturing and sulying the arts at local and global markets at Neemrana, Rajasthan. 

 
Mission 

 
Hero MOTOCORP.’s mission is to strive for synergy between technology, systems and human 

resources, to roduce roducts and services that meet the quality, erformance and rice 

asirations of its customers. At the same time maintain the highest standards of ethics and social 

resonsibilities. 

This mission is what drives Hero MOTOCORP. to new heights in excellence and hels the 

organization forge a unique and mutually beneficial relationshi with all its stake holders. 

 

Mandate 

 
 

Hero MOTOCORP. is a world leader because of its excellent manower, roven management, 

extensive dealer network, efficient suly chain and world-class roducts with cutting edge 

technology from MOTOCORP. Motor Comany, Jaan. The teamwork and commitment are 

manifested in the highest level of customer satisfaction, and this goes a long way towards 

reinforcing its leadershi status. 
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Cororate Social Resonsibility 

Hero MOTOCORP. Motors takes considerable ride in its stakeholder relationshis, esecially 

ones develoed at the grassroots. The Comany believes it has managed to bring an 

economically and socially backward region in Dharuhera, Haryana, into the national economic 

mainstream. An Integrated Rural Develoment Centre has been set u on 40 acres of land along 

the Delhi-Jaiur Highway. The Centre-comlete with wide aroach roads, clean water, and 

education facilities for both adults and children-now nurtures a vibrant, educated and healthy 

community. 

 
The Foundation has adoted various villages located within vicinity of the Hero MOTOCORP. 

factory at Dharuhera for integrated rural develoment. This includes: 

 
 Installation of dee bore hand ums to rovide clean drinking water. 

 Constructing metalled roads and connecting these villages to the National Highway (NH -8). 

 Renovating rimary school buildings and roviding hygienic water and toilet facilities. 

 Ensuring a roer drainage system at each of these villages to revent water-logging. 

 Promoting non-conventional sources of energy by roviding a 50 er cent subsidy on biogas 

lants. 

 
Other key rojects taken u by the Foundation include: 

 Raman Munjal Vidya Mandir The Raman Munjal Vidya Mandir began with three classes 

(u to class II) and 55 students from nearby areas. It has now grown into a modern Senior 

Secondary, CBSE affiliated co-educational school with over 1200 students and 61 teachers. 

The school has a sacious layground, an ultra-modern laboratory, a well-equied audio 

visual room, an activity room, a well-stocked library and a comuter centre. 

 Raman Munjal Memorial Hosital Multi-secialty hosital equied with the latest 

diagnostic and surgical technology. The Raman Munjal Memorial Hosital rovides 

healthcare to the rural oulation in and around Dharuhera, and also caters to accident and 

trauma victims driving along the Delhi-Jaiur highway. 

 Raman Munjal Sorts Comlex The Raman Munjal Sorts Comlex has basketball courts, 

volleyball courts, and hockey and football grounds are used by the local villagers. In the near 
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future, sorts academies are lanned for volley ball and basket ball, in collaboration with 

National Sorts Authority of India. 

 Vocational Training Centre In order to hel local rural eole, esecially women, Hero 

MOTOCORP. has set u a Vocational Training Centre. So far 26 batches comrising of 

nearly 625 women have been trained in tailoring, embroidery and knitting. The Comany has 

heled women trained at this center to set u a roduction unit to stitch uniforms for Hero 

MOTOCORP. emloyees. Interestingly, most of the women are now self-emloyed. 

 Adult Literacy Mission This Scheme was launched on 21st Setember, 1999 , covering the 

nearby villages of Malura, Kariwas and Sidhrawali. The roject started with a modest 

enrollment of 36 adults. Hero MOTOCORP. is now in the rocess of imarting Adult 

Literacy Casules to another 100 adults by getting village heads and other rominent 

villagers to motivate illiterate adults. 

 Marriages of underrivileged girls Marriages are organized from time to time, articularly 

for girls from backward classes, by the Foundation by roviding financial hel and other 

suort to the families. 

 Rural Health Care Besides setting u a modern hosital, the Foundation also regularly 

rovides doorste health care services to the local community. Free health care and medical 

cams are now a regular feature in the Hero Grou's community outreach rogram. 
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1.3 OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 

 
 

The following are the rimary objectives of my research study:- 

 To study and analyze the Indian Automobile industry as a whole. 

 To analyze the CRM ractices followed by the automobile comanies in India with the 

ersective of the customers esecially in the two wheeler comanies that what stes  

they take to rovide better services and how they overcome the various GAPS in the 

services to retain existing customers. 

 To study the future rojects of these automobile manufacturers in India. 

 

 

DATA COLLECTION 

 

 
 Data has been collected through various books, journals ,web sites and magazines, 

questionnaires of customers and emloyees of various deartments of automobile 

industry. 

 
PRIMARY DATA 

 
 

 Primary data for this roject is collected from the questionnaires filled by the Customers 

of the DELHI/NCR region 

 Methods adoted for the questionnaire filling Includes: 

o Personal Interaction with the resondents 

o Launching questionnaire on online survey website www.zoomerang.com 

o Interviews (Telehonic/Personal) conducted with 

o Emloyees of customer care deartment of automobile comanies 

 

o Emloyees of marketing deartment of automobile comanies 

 

o Emloyees of sales deartment of automobile comanies 

http://www.zoomerang.com/
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SECONDARY DATA 

 

 
The research required a lot of information about the automobile market, status of automobile 

market in India, trends in the market and about the cometition. The sources of obtaining this 

secondary data were the emloyees, brochures, Internet and the automobile market magazines. 

 

 

Samle design 

 
 

 Samling Technique used here cluster as well as random samling so that we can select 

the samle elements based on our requirement. 

 

 

 

Associates Survey 

 
 Location covered : Delhi/NCR (Delhi, Noida, Gurgaon, Faridabad) 

 Methodology : Questionnaire Survey 

Personal/Telehonic Interviews of the Emloyees 

of HERO MOTOCORP automobiles 

 Samling technique : Cluster samling, Random Samling 
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2. LITRETURE REVIEW 

 
Customer Relationshi Management (CRM) is a customer-centric business strategy with the goal 

of maximizing rofitability, revenue, and customer satisfaction. Technologies that suort this 

business urose include the cature, storage and analysis of customer, vendor, artner, and 

internal rocess information and comanies are doing this all with the internal customers i.e. 

their own emloyees. Functions suorting the business uroses include Sales, Marketing, 

Customer Service, Training, Professional Develoment, Performance Management, Human 

Resource Develoment (HRD) and Comensation. Technologies to suort the CRM initiatives 

must be integrated as a art of an overall Customer-Centric Strategy. Many CRM initiatives have 

failed due to the reason that imlementation was limited to software installation only without 

alignment to a customer-centric strategy. From the outside of an organization, a customer 

exerience the business as only one entity oerating over extended eriod of time. Thus ste-by- 

ste imlementation of CRM come across to the customer as unsynchronized where emloyees 

and the web sites and services are acting indeendent of one another, yet together reresenting a 

common entity. 

 
Thus CRM is the hilosohy, olicy and coordinating strategy connecting different layers 

within an organization so as to coordinate their efforts in creating an overall valuable series of 

exeriences, roducts and services for the customer deending on the nature of business, it’s size 

it’s market share, nature of the roduct tye, volume of sales, demograhic and social & cultural 

factors.. 

 
Various identifiable grous among the different layers within the organization are as follows: 

 
 

Customer Facing Oerations - The eole and the technology suort of rocesses that affect a 

customer's exerience at the frontline interface between the customer and the organization. This 

can include face to face, telehone, IM, chat, email, web and combinations of all medium. Web 

Self Service and Self service kiosk are doing the job of vocals and they belong here. 
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Functional Oerations that are Internal Collaborative - The eole and the technology 

suort of rocess at the olicy and the back office which ultimately affects the activities of the 

Customer Facing Oerations concerns the building and maintenance of the customer relationshi. 

This includes IT, invoicing, billing, maintenance, marketing, lanning, advertising, finance, 

manufacturing and services lanning. 

 
External Collaboration Function- The eole and the technology suort of the rocesses 

suorting an organisation and its cultivation of customer relationshi that is affected by the 

organization own relationshi with the suliers and vendors, retail outlets and distributors. 

Some would also include in industry cooerative networks, e.g. the trade associations and 

lobbying grous. This is the external network foundation that suorts the internal Oerations 

and Customer facing Oerations. 

 
Exerience Designers and Customer Advocates- The Creative designers of the customer 

exerience that meets customer relationshi goals of delivering the value service to the customer 

and rofit to the organization (or the desired outcomes and achievement of goals in case of non- 

rofit and government organizations) 

 
Marketing Analysts and Performance Managers- Designers of the Key Performance 

Indicators and collectors of the metrics and data so as to execute or imlement marketing 

camaigns, Web strategy, call camaigns and keeing the customer relationshi activities on 

track. These would be the milestones and the data that allow activities to be coordinated, that 

determine if the CRM strategy is working in delivering ultimate outcomes of CRM activities: 

market share, revenue, numbers and tyes of customers, rofitability, intellectual roerty that 

are concerning customer’s references. 

 
Emloyee and Customer Surveyors and Analysts - Customer Relationshis are both 

imression driven and fact driven- the quality of interaction is as much imortant as the 

information and outcome achieved, in determining whether the relationshi is growing or 

shrinking in value to the articiants. 
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3. TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS 

 

The technology requirements of a CRM strategy must be guided by an overall view of who the 

customer is and what value they are to get from engaging with the organization. 

 
The basic building blocks: 

 
 

A database for customer lifecycle (time series) information about each customer and rosect 

and their interactions with the organization, including order information, suort information, 

requests, comlaints, interviews and survey resonses. 

 
Customer Intelligence - Translating the customer rofitability and needs rojection into the 

game lans for the different segments or grous of customers, catured by the customer 

interactions (Human, automated or the combinations of both) into software that tracks whether 

that game lan is being followed or not, and whether the desired outcomes are obtained or not. 

 
Business Modelling - Customer Relationshi Strategy, Goals and outcomes: Numbers and the 

descrition of whether the goals were met and models of the customer segments and game lans 

worked as hyothesized or not. 

 
Learning & Cometency Management Systems– Customer’s Caacity and Cometency 

Develoment - Training and imroving rocess and technology that enables an organization to 

get closer to achieve the desired results. Comlex systems require ractice in order to achieve 

desired outcomes, esecially when humans and technology are interacting. Iteration is the key to 

refining, imroving and innovating to stay ahead of the cometition in Customer Relationshi 

Management. (Successful tools, technology and ractices will be coied by the cometition as 

soon as they are roven successful) 
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Analytics and the quality monitoring - Video attern matching, Voice recognition, Statistical 

Analysis, Activity-based Costing to ultimately determine the rofitability of the customer 

relationshi olicies and activities over the lifecycle of each grou of the customers sharing a 

defined set of characteristics. 

 
Collaboration & Social networks- Profiling and interactive technology that allows the 

customers to interact with the business and their fellow customers and others: rosective 

customers & strategic artners. 

 
The Building blocks can be imlemented over the time searately, but eventually needs to be 

dynamically coordinated. The ongoing alignment of the basic building block distinguishes an 

elegant seamless CRM imlementation which successfully builds mutual valuable relationshis. 

 
3.1 Oerational Customer Relationshi Management 

 
 

Oerational Customer Relationshi Management rovides suort to the "front office" business 

rocesses that include Sales, Marketing and Service. Each interaction with the customer is 

generally summed u to a customers’ contact history, and the staff can retrieve information on 

the customers from the database whenever necessary. 

 
One of the main benefits of this contact history is that the customers can interact with the 

different eole or the different contact channels in a comany over time without having to 

describe the history of their interaction each time. Consequently, many of the call centres use 

some kind of CRM software to suort their call centre agents. 

 
Oerational Customer Relationshi Management rocesses the customer data for a variety of 

uroses as follows: 

 Enterrise Marketing Automation 

 Managing Camaigns 

 Sales Force Automation 
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3.2 Analytical Customer Relationshi Management 

 
 

Analytical CRM analyzes customer data for a variety of uroses: 

 Design and execution of the targeted marketing camaigns to otimise the marketing 

effectiveness 

 Design and execution of the secific customer camaigns, including cross-selling, u-selling, 

customer acquisition, retention 

 Analysis of the customer behavior to aid roduct and service decision making (for e.g. New 

Product Develoment, Pricing, etc.) 

 Management decisions, for e.g. Financial forecasting and Customer Profitability Analysis 

 Prediction of the robability of customer defection (churn analysis) 

Analytical CRM generally makes heavy use of data mining. 

3.3 Collaborative Customer Relationshi Management 

 
 

The function of the Customer Interaction System or Collaborative Customer Relationshi 

Management is to coordinate the multi-channel service and suort given to the customer by 

roviding the infrastructure for resonsive and effective suort to customer issues, questions, 

comlaints, etc. 

 
Collaborative Customer Relationshi Management aims in getting the various deartments 

within a business, such as sales and marketing and technical suort, to share the useful 

information that they have collected from interactions with customers. Also feedback from a 

technical suort center, for examle, could be used to inform the marketing staffers about the 

secific services and features requested by the customers. Collaborative Customer Relationshi 

Management’s ultimate goal is to use information collected from all the deartments to imrove 

the quality of customer service. 
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3.4 Geograhic CRM 

 
 

Geograhic CRM (GCRM) is a customer relation management information system which 

collaborates geograhic information system and traditional CRM. 

 
Geograhic CRM combines data collected from the route of movement, tyes of residence, 

ambient trading areas and the other customer and marketing information which is matched with 

the relevant road conditions, building formations, and a floating oulation. Such data is 

conformed with a ma and is regionally analysed with OLAP (On-Line Analytical Processing) 

for visualization. This enables a comany to examine the otential customers and manage the 

existing customers in the region. 

 
3.5 Strategy 

 
 

Few commercial CRM software ackages like SAP are available in the market which varies in 

their aroach to CRM. However, as discussed above, CRM is not just a technology of softwares 

and all but rather a comrehensive customer-centric aroach to the hilosohy of an 

organization in dealing with its customers. These include olicies and rocesses, emloyee 

training, front-of-house customer service, marketing, systems and information management. 

Hence, it is imortant that any CRM imlementation consideration stretches beyond technology, 

towards the more broad organizational requirements. 

 
However the objectives of a CRM strategy must consider a comany’s situation and its 

customers' needs and exectation of customers. Moreover Information gained through the various 

CRM initiatives can suort to the develoment of the marketing strategy by develoing 

organization's knowledge in various areas such as identifying the customer segments, imroving 

the customer retention, imroving the roduct offerings (by better understanding customer 

needs), and by identifying the organization's most rofitable customers. 

 
CRM strategy can vary in size, scoe and comlexity. Some of the comanies consider a CRM 

strategy only to focus on the management of a team of the saleseole. However, most of the 
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other CRM strategies can cover interaction with the customers across the entire organization. 

Many of the commercial CRM software ackages that are available rovides various features that 

serve the sales, marketing, the event management, the roject management and the finance. 

 
3.6 Successes 

While there are numerous reorts of "failed" imlementations of various tyes of CRM rojects, 

[citation needed] these are often the result of unrealistic high exectations and exaggerated 

claims by CRM vendors. 

 
Most/many of these "failures" are also related to data quality and availability. Data cleansing is a 

major issue. If a comany’s CRM strategy is to track the life-cycle revenues, the costs, the 

margins and the interactions between the individual customers, these must be reflected in almost 

all the business rocesses. The data must be extracted from the various multile sources (e.g., 

divisional/deartmental database, including sales, manufacturing, Logistics, suly chain, 

finance, services, etc.), that requires an integrated, comrehensive business rocessing systems to 

be in lace with the defined structures and data quality. If not, then interfaces must be develoed 

and imlemented uon to extract data from the different systems. This creates a demand that is 

far beyond customer’s satisfaction to understand the full B2B relationshi. For this secific 

reason, CRM is much more than a sales or a customer interaction system. 

 
The exerience from many of the comanies is that a clear cut CRM requirement with regards to 

reorts (for e.g., the inut and outut requirements) is of a vital imortance before initializing 

any imlementation. With a roer demand secification, a big deal of time and money can be 

saved that is based on realistic exectations of systems caabilities. A well oerating CRM 

system can be an extremely owerful tool for the management and the customer strategies. 
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“Old” retailing 

 
“New” retailing 

 
• “Mass” customer 

 
• Suly driven, ush 

 
• Transaction focus 

 
• Print and other media information 

 
• Somewhat adversarial 

 
• Searate sales/service/suort 

 
• Obscure ricing 

 
• Time consuming 

 
• “Customized” customer 

 
• Demand driven, ull 

 
• Relationshi focus 

 
• Web-based information 

 
• More rofessional 

 
• Bundled offerings 

 
• Transarent ricing 

 
• Efficient and short duration 

4. E-CRM AND THE AUTOMATIVE INDUSTRY : FOCUSING ON CUSTOMERS 

 
 

Most studies of Customer Relationshi Management (CRM) methodologies and technologies in 

the auto industry have exlored the benefits of these new technologies for automobile 

manufacturers, dealers, and suliers. The intend of this brief white aer is to consider as well 

the imact of the CRM from the ersective of the ultimate vehicle buyer i.e. a customer, and 

lace these develoments in a more broad retail context. 

 
The scoe of term “relationshi” in the automobile CRM alies to all the ossible interactions 

between the customer i.e. the urchaser and the industry, throughout the comlete urchase and 

use rocess. In order for electronic CRM tools to have true imact, they will eventually connect 

to all the customer touch oints, those events and transactions that constitute the activities of the 

relationshi. 

Figure 1 below dislays a range of the retail changes emerging nowadays. Many, erhas not all 

are driven by the introduction of the electronic communication technologies and the raid 

evolution of e-business alications. To be definite, e-business has lost most of its anache in the 

much broad retail industry & erhas even more in the automobile industry. 

 

 

Changes key to automotive retailing 

 

 

 

Source: E&Y,Ford Motor Comany, Polk. Modified by OSAT 

 

Figure 1: Retailing in general is changing and so will automotive retailing 
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Nevertheless, we remain ersuaded that e-business will gather new momentum and will 

substantially alter the way vehicles are urchased and used. However, we exect e-business to 

take considerably longer than the aggressive redictions of few years ago. Rather than simly a 

sweeing revolution, we think that the adotion of e-business and adatation to e-business will 

move ahead in a discontinuous fashion, reaching to an equilibrium oint for a time, and then 

surging ahead towards a new equilibrium. 

 
What these changes are? For the one, automobile industry is now moving from a mass market, 

where one roduct is considered to be essentially suitable for a large mass of the customers, to a 

market that is more customized, where roducts are much more differentiated, and linked to the 

more differentiated customer base. The roduct’s offering in today’s automobile market is far 

more differentiated and segmented than those available to us in the market just two decades ago. 

For another, today’s markets are increasingly demand driven, with customers roviding the ull 

signals for roduction, rather than roduction roviding the suly that must generate its own 

demand. Admitting, this aroach is much far along in the manufacturing end of the automobile 

industry than that in the retailing end, where most of the dealers continue to believe that larger 

inventories are very necessary to generate more sales. 

 

 
Old models of the market relationshis were more often focused on the transaction, sale of the 

vehicle or the service, and the relationshi with customers beyond the secific transaction were 

far more or less frequent. We nowadays see an accelerating trend towards the develoing 

relationshis between the vendor and the buyer that ersists over a number of transactions. 

Indeed, most of the automobile manufacturers and dealers wants to increase reeat sales (i.e. 

customer retention), not least because they are less exensive than conquest sales. Nor is it more 

surrising that a “relationshi” focused on just one sale ermits a sales aroach that a customer 

might well view it as somewhat high-ressured and adversarial, while a sales aroach keyed to 

multile transactions would become more or less adversarial and more rofessional in tone. 
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There is an amle evidence of the ”bundling” of the sales, the service and suort activities in the 

automobile retail, an offering strategy that suorts a long-term, reeated contact relationshi. 

The roduct announcements and advertising on the web are now becoming more revalent, and 

virtually every dealer now has its own website, and every manufacturer does the same. 

Prosective urchasers shall continue to rely on the other media for information, but their 

increased reliance on the web has made the automobile consumers much more informed and 

aware of their actual bargaining situations revailing than in the ast. Indeed, automobile ricing 

is becoming more and more transarent today, largely because of the ready access to such an 

information on the web. 

 

 
Eventually, the ress of the modern living has increased the remium many customers laced on 

their time, and the retail buying exerience in the automobile sector, if not notably lesser time 

consuming, can be searated, and the arts of it carried on over the web, at the convenience of 

the customer. 

 

 
These changes in the retail environment have the numerous imlications for vehicle urchasing 

and related CRM activities, and now we turn to examine a few of them. 
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5. THE PURCHASE PROCESS 

 
 

The two wheeler buying rocess can usefully be thought of as a customer exerience funnel, as 

the customer moves from broad and erhas vague interests to the urchase of a secific vehicle, 

as illustrated in Figure 2, below. 

 
Awareness: It is the first stage of the decision to urchase. At this stage, a customer may or may 

not own a vehicle, but in either of the case is contemlating the urchase of the one. Customer 

may begin with the awareness or oinion of which vehicles will satisfy their needs. They might 

have deely seated oinions of the two wheeler brands based on the word of mouth from the 

friends or acquaintances, the family traditions, the news media, and a multitude of the other 

sources. These sources of course may rovide the information that directly conflicts with the 

images offered by the advertising for vehicle brands. At this stage, customers are often 

“information assive,” noting and absorbing information as it is offered, but not yet actively 

seeking it out. In addition to this, the information in the lay at this stage is tyically far of a 

more general nature rather than constituting the articular bits of information. 

 
Information Seeking: It is the second stage of the urchasing rocess. Very similar to the 

awareness stage, customers may here receive information about the rosective vehicles from a 

variety of sources, but now the customers are more actively seeking the information, and may 

engage in a number of methods to gather information that is often quite secific. 
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Figure 2: The “Purchasing Funnel.” 

 
 

Some common sources of information include: 

 
 

 Friends and family 

 Car dealers 

 Advertising 

 Magazine or newsaer reviews 

 Internet sites (both indeendent and manufacturer oerated) 

 

Shoing: It is the third stage of urchasing rocess. After the reliminary research at second 

stage, the customers often narrow their choices to short list the vehicles that they think are 

candidates for “right vehicle at the right rice.” Traditionally, this shoing stage actually meant 

visiting the different dealers to get ricing information or we call it quotations, examine and test 

drive the different models, and secure the aroval for a loan or lease. During the ast five  years, 

technology has made this ste easier since most of the basic information is now available online 

and in magazines and journals. Above ste still involves some o an idea of what tye of vehicle a 

customer wants, the weighing of some basic budgeting factors, and availability of 

Awareness 

Information Seeking 

Shoing 

Purchase 

 
Ownershi 
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vehicles and the ossible service suort. It tyically involves some hysical evaluation of the 

vehicle, erhas including a test drive, and so forth. 

 
Purchasing: It is the fourth stage. Once a customer has decided to buy on a articular vehicle the 

actual urchase of that vehicle has traditionally been a challenge, which involves negotiations 

with dealers or brokers concerning the final selling rice of the vehicle, the ayment otions, and 

the otional content and/or the services, such as accessories ugrades and service contracts. This 

transaction continues to be far more comlicated, desite the imact of technology. For the 

customers who went through this rocess infrequently, the rocess of negotiating the rice, the 

trade-in value, the financing arrangements, then making the urchase, and then registering the 

vehicle can seem like a whirlwind of jargon, the acronyms, and fast talk. As yet, a relatively 

small ercentage of the customers comlete these stes online. Nonetheless, it is no exaggeration 

to say that consumers walking into the dealershis are now far better reared with the facts and 

figures. Now dealers are no longer the near-exclusive gatekeeers of information about the 

ricing, the wholesale cost and the resale value. Rather, they must comete with an array of the 

information sources and the cometitors from the ever exanding geograhic and the virtual 

sources. 

 
The above four stages in the urchasing rocess are all relatively information intense, although 

they differ in many imortant ways, as to, what information a tyical customer receives and how 

he gather it. Figure below, suggests that how these four stages may differ in the two imortant 

resects. Firstly, they differ in how general or secific the information tyically is, and secondly, 

they differ in how actively the customer is ursuing the information. 
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It is imortant to structure information targeted to customers and the mode of delivery so that it is 

aroriate to the urchasing stage. The information must either be comatible with the tye of 

information and the recetor mode characteristic of the stage, or somehow manage to ierce the 

information orientation or to shift the mode. Of course, the tye of information customers seek 

and the search atterns they use are not comletely indeendent, so efforts to target grous of 

consumers can be very successful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Passive Active 

Search 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Purchasing stages’ characteristic information tyes and search atterns 

 
 

Ownershi is the end of the urchasing funnel. From this oint forward, customers have 

traditionally interacted with automakers and dealers only when the customers needed warranty 

work, maintenance, reairs or were resonding to a recall. Both dealers and manufacturers have 

used rudimentary direct mail marketing efforts to develo “relationshis” with new vehicle 

buyers. It is during this ownershi eriod that electronic CRM (e-CRM) technology may offer 

the industry new and effective ways to establish and maintain contact with customers so that as 
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one eriod of vehicle ownershi ends, the customer cycles back to the same manufacturer and/or 

dealer. And caturing the next sale is really what e-CRM is meant to achieve. 

 
If we begin again at the to of the urchase funnel to exlore the ways in which e-CRM 

technology can imact the exerience of the customer. Indeed, e-CRM offers the industry 

numerous oortunities to adot a more active role in shaing and guiding the customer’s 

journey through the urchasing funnel. E-CRM has a otential alication and imact across all 

the stages of the urchase and the ownershi cycle suggested by the customer exerience funnel. 

 
The following discussion is organized around a few exemlar e-CRM techniques, although it 

roughly arallels the stages of the urchasing funnel, as dislayed in figure 4 below. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 4: The “Purchasing Funnel” and e-CRM 

 

 

 
There is a little doubt that the Internet has already become a rich source of leads for the industry: 

 
 

 About 62% of the new automobile buyers use the Internet at some stage of the urchase 

rocess 
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 These users more often visits an average of nearly 7 websites, with 80 ercent visiting at 

least one indeendent and 71 ercent at least one OEM site 

 Both the indeendent and the OEM online leads yield similar sales levels, and while the 

OEM leads are fewer in number, they have a higher closure rate 

 Nearly 65 ercent of the dealers subscribe to OBSs (Online Buying Services) 

 The dealer websites generate leads with closing rates of about 20 ercent, somewhat 

above the OEM’s rate of 15 ercent 

 The closing rates are tyically higher for used vehicles than for new 

 

When it comes to lead generation and follow-u, one articular value of new technology is the 

otential to share contact information across organizations. Customer requests for brochures or 

quotes from the manufacturer can theoretically be assed on to the closest dealer. OEM Internet 

sites are beginning to rovide vehicle configurations that rovide exact ricing and vehicle 

combinations that can truly be built. For examle, GM Buy Power and a number of other 

manufacturer sites rovide information on configurations and show dealer inventory. Some sites 

are collaborative; for examle, FordDirect.com is a site artially owned by its dealers. And more 

and more dealers have their own web sites, now estimated at 93 ercent of all new car dealers. 

 
5.1 Service Relationshi 

 

The service relationshi has traditionally offered dealers a direct oortunity to communicate 

with their customers as they came in for scheduled service or warranty work. OEM 

communication during the ownershi hase used to be almost non-existent, and what did take 

lace was used to resolve service or warranty concerns beyond the dealers’ urview, or for safety 

recalls. Whether this kind of “crisis” communication was ever beneficial in building a 

relationshi between the manufacturer and the customer is questionable. But today, when there 

are so many choices among manufacturers and dealers, good vehicle quality and dealer service 

are necessary conditions for cometitive success, so these kinds of communications are unlikely 

to build ositive relations and reeat vehicle urchases. However, service still offers some 

dramatic oortunities for both dealers and manufacturers to build relationshis with customers. 
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For the dealer, a fully integrated e-CRM solution would trigger a number of actions: 

 
 

 Send the customer an e-mail service reminder 

 Allow the customer to schedule an aointment immediately, without honing 

 Order arts needed for the service aointment 

 Perhas even schedule a loaner or rental vehicle. 

 

Once the vehicle is being serviced, customers can 

 
 

 View the status of the reair or maintenance job 

 Communicate instantly with the service manager for arovals 

 Pay for the reair 

 Have the reaired vehicle delivered to a secified location. 

 

E-CRM offers the manufacturer better connectivity and relationshis with the dealer network, 

and also garners benefits from the technological romise of telematics. Having in-vehicle 

communication available with customers offers manufacturers an unrecedented oortunity. 

Mileage data, service indicators (warning lights, oil-life monitor status or even accident data), 

and erhas even ersonal calendar functions could combine to signal a dealershi and the 

customer of the need for service, but also communicate to the manufacturer detailed warranty 

information and customer interests. GM’s On-Star system offers a remier service with concierge 

assistance, for an examle. If any level of exclusivity for this tye of service can be develoed 

and the intervening rivacy issues settled, this could otentially raise the cost of switching to 

another brand of automobile next time the customer is shoing. 
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6. CRM PRACTICES IN HERO MOTOCORP. 

 

It’s robust designed website in the benefit of it’s customers consists of the following information: 

 
 

 Features and Benefits of the genuine arts, that enables the customers to make aware so 

that one can detect that the art available in the market is genuine or fake. Even the best 

comonents manufactured need relacement from the time to time. And to ensure the 

continued imeccable erformance of the vehicle, the sare arts should also be made 

and relaced as good as the comonents fitted by Hero MOTOCORP.. To ensure this, it 

manufactures and rocures the relacement arts according to the set secifications and 

standards. 

 
 Warranty Policy that features the Scoe of Warranty. Hero MOTOCORP. Motors 

Limited warrants all its two–wheelers manufactured/assembled in Dharuhera Plant and 

Gurgaon Plant, distributed in India and sold through its authorized dealers to be free, 

under normal use and condition, from any defect both in material and workmanshi, 

subject to the various terms and conditions and the limitations of warranty i.e. the 

conditions in which warranty shall not aly featured on this website thus made the 

system more transarent and customer centric. 

 
 Service & Maintenance Schedule that enables a customer to get the vehicle serviced 

within the stiulated conditions of time eriod or km range, whichever condition gets 

satisfied earlier from the date of urchase. After the comletion of free services or its 

validity eriod you must continue availing aid services as er the recommended service 

schedule on the websites at a right time and at the nearest dealers shown in the list 

rovided there thus roviding highest level of customer satisfaction by taking good care 

of your two-wheeler service and maintenance through a vast network of more than 2100 

committed Dealers and Service outlets sread across the country. The state-of-the-art 

authorized workshos have well laid out standards for two-wheeler servicing with fully 

equied infrastructure having quality recision instruments, neumatic tools and a team 
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of highly trained service technicians. Having the two-wheeler serviced at an authorized 

worksho ensures highest standards of service quality and reliability. 

 
 Information on the identification of the genuine sares with the MRP shown on every art 

and on the site showing 

 

Fluorescent-ink-rinted Hero MOTOCORP. Genuine Parts logo which glows under 

infrared light 

 

On the Holograhic Stri: 

 
 Pseudo 3D effect 

 Exanding and shrinking effect - Hero MOTOCORP. logo. 

 Kinetic effect - Rainbow 

 Tis to the riders under Rider Education Programme that shows how to ride safe with 

Hero MOTOCORP. and the romotion of the three E’s 

i. Engineering 

ii. Environment 

iii. Education 

Here various tis are given for the Hero MOTOCORP. Riders to follow the Do’s 

and Don’ts in their machines and educates on how to kee their environment safe 

and clean.Thus educates about the 

 Health & Environment 

 Safety 

 Facts and Information 

 Social resonsibility 

 Various Programmes conducted by Hero MOTOCORP. that are customer centric. 
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7. FUTURE OF INDIAN AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY 

 

 
The all-India and region-wise demand and growth trends for the selected vehicles are resented 

in the table below: 

 The demand for assenger cars would be the highest in the north-central region followed 

by west. However, the growth rate for demand would be the highest in the western 

region. The demand for assenger cars as well as its growth rate is rojected to be the 

lowest in the eastern region. 

  Western region has toed the list in the demand for the motorcycles among the two 

wheeler couled with the highest growth rate of 16.9 er cent. This is further followed by 

the southern region and north-central regions. 

 In general, the growth rate for the demand for scooter is rojected to be abysmally low. 

 

The western region would record the highest growth rate, that of a mere 3.5 er cent. 

 
 The demand for MUV would be the highest in the western region with a CAGR of 9.7 

ercent. North-central and southern regions would have identical growth rate of 8.6 er 

cent. However, the demand would be substantially higher in the north-central region. 

Globally, the automobile industry, with its oligoolistic market structure, is one of the largest 

in terms of emloyment and value addition. As a leader in roduct and rocess technologies 

for the manufacturing sector, it has been acceted as one of the imortant drivers of 

economic growth. Global trends indicated that the auto market has moved from the growth 

and develoment hase to the consolidation hase. The Jaanese automobile majors, besides 

technological innovations, imlemented some modern management hilosohies, which were 
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gradually adoted by the automobile industry of the United States and other Euroean 

countries. Currently, almost fifty ercent of the global assenger car roduction comes from 

three countries, viz., the US (20%), Jaan (19%) and Germany (12%). In the commercial 

vehicle category, the share of the US is 46 er cent followed by Jaan (11%) and China  

(9%). In both these categories of vehicles, India's share in the total world roduction is 1 er 

cent. India has an immense otential of emerging as a global automobile giant. Automobile 

and automotive industry has made ioneering efforts in adoting the modern technology and 

thus allowing the entry of foreign layers by liberalizing the olicies of foreign investments 

in India. Here the fast growth of this industry is evident in the surt in demand for 

automobiles in the last few years. This is very well suorted by the reforms in the economy 

that have been ut in lace, articularly in financial sector and in the foreign direct 

investment. During the last 10 years, serious  efforts has been made to fine-tune state olicy 

to enable the Indian automobile industry realize its otential to the fullest. Abolition of the 

licensing and the removal of quantitative restrictions couled with the initiatives to bring 

olicy framework into ste with WTO requirements have set the industry on a continuous 

rogressive ath. The freeing of the industry from this restrictive environment heled it to 

restructure and absorb new technologies and align itself to the global develoment. 

Increasing cometition as a result of the liberalization has led to the continuous 

modernization as well as the substantial rice reduction keeing ace with the international 

standards. Moreover, the auto finance with aggressive marketing strategies has layed a great 

role in boosting the automobile demand. 
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8. DATA ANALYSIS 
 

 

Do you own a two wheeler? 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid Yes 98 98.0 98.0 98.0 

 No 2 2.0 2.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Analysis: 
 

 

It is very clear from the figure that out of the total 100 resondents surveyed 98% are the owners 

of one or more two wheelers and only two ercent do not have it. This fact makes it clear that it 

is a necessity but it has not become the basic need with the existence of the other substitutes in 

the market like four wheelers, hiring vehicles like rickshaws, three wheelers, etc. 
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What tye of two wheeler do you have? 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid .00 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 

 Motorcycle 75 75.0 75.0 77.0 

 Scooter/Scooty 23 23.0 23.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Analysis: 
 

 

From the table it is clear that out of the 98 owners of the two wheeler a big number of 75 

resondents owns motorcycle and 23 are the owners of the scooter/scooty. Talking with those 75 

resondents it has been found that 62 of them are curious of ower bikes and they wants to 

urchase them in the near future when they will be launched in India as Bajaj has introduced it’s 

Pulser 220 cc and Hero MOTOCORP.’s Karizma model in the market, as according to them it is 

the introductory stage so the rice is high now. Rest 13 do not want to urchase any two wheeler 

due to the fact that they are going to urchase four wheeler now as it is available at a low cost of 

1.25 lakh just a bit more than a two wheeler for examle Tata Nano, so they will go for four 

wheelers only in the near future. 
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What is the brand of your two wheeler? 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid .00 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 

 Hero 
MOTOCORP. 

28 28.0 28.0 30.0 

 Bajaj 30 30.0 30.0 60.0 

 MOTOCORP. 11 11.0 11.0 71.0 

 TVS Motors 9 9.0 9.0 80.0 

 LML 2 2.0 2.0 82.0 

 Yamaha 11 11.0 11.0 93.0 

 Suzuki 2 2.0 2.0 95.0 

 Kinetic 5 5.0 5.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Analysis: 
 

 

As shown in the bar chart it has been clear that out of the total samle only 28 % are the eole 

who owns Hero MOTOCORP. Bikes with the high 30 % of the eole are there who owns Bajaj 

model thus making it a big cometitor of Hero MOTOCORP.. Thus Bajaj with 30% followed by 

28 % of Hero MOTOCORP., followed by MOTOCORP. and Yamaha with an equal 11 % each 

owners followed by 9 % of TVS motors two wheeler owners which is followed by 5 % of the 

Kinetic Brand owners and then a lowest 2 % each of LML and Suzuki brand of two wheeler 

owners. 

 

Majority of the Hero MOTOCORP. and Bajaj users refer these brands either due to the good 

erformance of the brands or due to the good customer care service by the brands. 
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How imortant is "Dimension & Weight" in influencing your urchase decision of a two wheeler? 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid .00 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 

 Most Imortant 31 31.0 31.0 33.0 

 Averagely Imortant 46 46.0 46.0 79.0 

 Partially Imortant 16 16.0 16.0 95.0 

 Not Imortant 5 5.0 5.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Analysis: 
 

 

Out of the following nine factors that influence the urchase decision of the brand and tye of a 

two wheeler if we talk about the “Dimension and Weight” of a two wheeler 31 ercent of the 

resondents says that “Dimension and Weight” is most imortant to see while urchasing a two 

wheeler, a highest of 46 ercent of the resondents says that “Dimension and Weight” is an 

average imortant factor in urchasing of a two wheeler and one should concentrate on the other 

factors as well, a low of 16 ercent of the resondents says that “Dimension and Weight” is a 

artially imortant factor to be taken care of while urchasing a two wheeler where as a lowest of 

5 ercent says that it is not at all imortant to consider while urchasing a two wheeler and they 

are indifferent to the “Dimension and Weight” factor. 
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How imortant is "Engine & Electricals" in influencing your urchase decision of a two wheeler? 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Valid .00 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 

 Most Imortant 63 63.0 63.0 65.0 

 Averagely Imortant 32 32.0 32.0 97.0 

 Partially Imortant 3 3.0 3.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Analysis: 
 

 

Out of the following nine factors that influence the urchase decision of the brand and tye of a 

two wheeler if we talk about the “Engine and Electricals” of a two wheeler a highest 63 ercent 

of the resondents says that “Engine and Electricals” is the most imortant factor to see while 

urchasing a two wheeler, followed by 32 ercent of the resondents who says that “Engine and 

Electricals” is an average imortant factor in urchasing of a two wheeler and one should 

concentrate on the other factors as well, a lowest of 3 ercent of the resondents says that 

“Engine and Electricals” is a artially imortant factor to be taken care of while urchasing a two 

wheeler where as none of the resondents owning a two wheeler says that it is not at all 

imortant to consider while urchasing a two wheeler. 
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How imortant is "Susension (shockers)" in influencing your urchase decision of a two wheeler? 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid .00 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 

 Most Imortant 53 53.0 53.0 55.0 

 Averagely Imortant 35 35.0 35.0 90.0 

 Partially Imortant 9 9.0 9.0 99.0 

 Not Imortant 1 1.0 1.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Analysis: 
 

 

Out of the following nine factors that influence the urchase decision of the brand and tye of a 

two wheeler if we talk about the “Susension (Shockers)” of a two wheeler the highest 53 

ercent of the resondents says that “Susension (Shockers)” is the most imortant factor to see 

while urchasing a two wheeler as the comfort of smooth driving deends on the good shockers 

of the vehicle, followed by 35 ercent of the resondents says that “Susension (Shockers)” is an 

average imortant factor in urchasing of a two wheeler and one should concentrate on the other 

factors as well, a low of 9 ercent of the resondents says that “Susension (Shockers)” is a 

artially imortant factor to be taken care of while urchasing a two wheeler where as a lowest of 

1 ercent says that it is not at all imortant to consider while urchasing a two wheeler and they 

are indifferent to the “Susension (Shockers)” factor. 
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How imortant is "Performance" in influencing your urchase decision of a two wheeler? 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid .00 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 

 Most Imortant 79 79.0 79.0 81.0 

 Averagely Imortant 13 13.0 13.0 94.0 

 Partially Imortant 3 3.0 3.0 97.0 

 Not Imortant 3 3.0 3.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Analysis: 
 

 

Out of the following nine factors that influence the urchase decision of the brand and tye of a 

two wheeler if we talk about the “Performance” of a two wheeler a highest 79 ercent of the 

resondents says that “Performance” of the vehicle is the most imortant factor to see while 

urchasing a two wheeler, followed by 13 ercent of the resondents who says that 

“Performance” is an average imortant factor in urchasing of a two wheeler and one should 

concentrate on the other factors as well, a low of 3 ercent of the resondents says that 

“Performance” is a artially imortant factor to be taken care of while urchasing a two wheeler 

where as an equally low of 3 ercent says that it is not at all imortant to consider while 

urchasing a two wheeler and they are indifferent to the “Performance” factor. 
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How imortant is "After-Sales Service" in influencing your urchase decision of a two wheeler? 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid .00 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 

 Most Imortant 65 65.0 65.0 67.0 

 Averagely Imortant 26 26.0 26.0 93.0 

 Partially Imortant 6 6.0 6.0 99.0 

 Not Imortant 1 1.0 1.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Analysis: 
 

 

Out of the following nine factors that influence the urchase decision of the brand and tye of a 

two wheeler if we talk about the “After-Sale-Service” of a two wheeler a highest 65 ercent of 

the resondents says that “After-Sale-Service” is the most imortant factor to see while 

urchasing a two wheeler as it is imortant factor resonsible for the maintenance of the vehicle 

and long term relations with the comany, followed by 26 ercent of the resondents who says 

that “After-Sale-Service” is an average imortant factor in urchasing of a two wheeler and one 

should concentrate on the other factors as well, a low of 6 ercent of the resondents says that 

“After-Sale-Service” is a artially imortant factor to be taken care of while urchasing a two 

wheeler where as a lowest of 1 ercent says that it is not at all imortant to consider while 

urchasing a two wheeler and they are indifferent to the “After-Sale-Service” factor. 
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How imortant is "Tyres Dimension" in influencing your urchase decision of a two wheeler? 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid .00 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 

 Most Imortant 28 28.0 28.0 30.0 

 Averagely Imortant 47 47.0 47.0 77.0 

 Partially Imortant 21 21.0 21.0 98.0 

 Not Imortant 2 2.0 2.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Analysis: 
 

 

Out of the following nine factors that influence the urchase decision of the brand and tye of a 

two wheeler if we talk about the “Dimension of the Tyre” of a two wheeler 28 ercent of the 

resondents says that “Dimension of the Tyre” is the most imortant factor to see while 

urchasing a two wheeler as it is necessary for a good balance of the vehicle esecially a two 

wheeler, a highest of 47 ercent of the resondents says that “Dimension of the Tyre” is an 

average imortant factor in urchasing of a two wheeler and one should concentrate on the other 

factors as well, a low of 21 ercent of the resondents says that “Dimension of the Tyre” is a 

artially imortant factor to be taken care of while urchasing a two wheeler where as a lowest of 

2 ercent says that it is not at all imortant to consider while urchasing a two wheeler and they 

are indifferent to the “Dimension of the Tyre” factor. 
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How imortant is "Brand Image" in influencing your urchase decision of a two wheeler? 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid .00 2 2.0 2.0 2.0 

 Most Imortant 49 49.0 49.0 51.0 

 Averagely Imortant 38 38.0 38.0 89.0 

 Partially Imortant 9 9.0 9.0 98.0 

 Not Imortant 2 2.0 2.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Analysis: 
 

 

Out of the following nine factors that influence the urchase decision of the brand and tye of a 

two wheeler if we talk about the “Brand Image” of a two wheeler a highest of 49 ercent of the 

resondents says that “Brand Image” is most imortant to see while selecting a two wheeler 

brand to urchase as it includes the exerience of many others who have used that brand already 

and whose word of mouth has created a good brand image of that brand in the market, followed 

by 38 ercent of the resondents who says that “Brand Image” is an average imortant factor in 

urchasing of a two wheeler and one should concentrate on the other factors as well, a low of 9 

ercent of the resondents says that “Brand Image” is a artially imortant factor to be taken care 

of while urchasing a two wheeler where as a lowest of 2 ercent says that it is not at all 

imortant to consider while urchasing a two wheeler and they are indifferent to the “Brand 

Image” factor. 
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How imortant is the "Power" feature in influencing your urchase decision of the two wheeler? (Here 1=least 

imortant, 7=most imortant) 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid .00 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 

 1 16 16.0 16.0 17.0 

 2 13 13.0 13.0 30.0 

 3 12 12.0 12.0 42.0 

 4 13 13.0 13.0 55.0 

 5 21 21.0 21.0 76.0 

 6 13 13.0 13.0 89.0 

 7 11 11.0 11.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Analysis: 
 

 

Out of the seven features of the two wheeler that influence the urchase decision of the brand and 

tye of a two wheeler if we talk about the “Power” of a two wheeler 11 ercent of the 

resondents uts “Power” on the scale of 7 signifying it to be the most imortant feature to 

consider while urchasing a two wheeler as a owerful engine can take a good amount of load, 

13 ercent of the resondents uts “Power” on the scale of 6, highest 21 ercent uts the 

“Power” of the vehicle on the scale of 5 making it very imortant, 13 ercent of the resondents 

uts “Power” of the vehicle on the scale of 4, 12 ercent of the resondents uts the “Power” of 

the vehicle on the scale of 3 whereas 13 ercent of the resondents uts “Power” on the scale of 

2 making it a less imortant feature while urchasing a two wheeler. 16 ercent of the eole 

says that “Power” of an engine is least imortant while urchasing a two wheeler thus uts it on 

the scale of 1. 
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How imortant is the "Number of cylinders" feature in influencing your urchase decision of the two wheeler? (Here 

1=least imortant, 7=most imortant) 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid .00 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 

 1 36 36.0 36.0 37.0 

 2 18 18.0 18.0 55.0 

 3 12 12.0 12.0 67.0 

 4 17 17.0 17.0 84.0 

 5 10 10.0 10.0 94.0 

 6 5 5.0 5.0 99.0 

 7 1 1.0 1.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  
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Analysis: 
 

 

Out of the seven features of the two wheeler that influence the urchase decision of the brand and 

tye of a two wheeler if we talk about the “Number of Cylinders” of a two wheeler only 1 

ercent of the resondents uts “Number of Cylinders” on the scale of 7 signifying it to be the 

most imortant feature to consider while urchasing a two wheeler, 5 ercent of the resondents 

uts “Number of Cylinders” on the scale of 6, 10 ercent of the resondents uts the “Number of 

Cylinders” of the vehicle on the scale of 5 making it very imortant, 17 ercent of the 

resondents uts “Number of Cylinders” of the vehicle on the scale of 4, 12 ercent of the 

resondents uts the “Number of Cylinders” of the vehicle on the scale of 3 whereas 18 ercent 

of the resondents uts “Number of Cylinders” on the scale of 2 making it a less imortant 

feature while urchasing a two wheeler. A highest 36 ercent of the total resondents says that 

“Number of Cylinders” of an engine is least imortant while urchasing a two wheeler thus uts 

it on the scale of 1. 
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How imortant is the "Average (Kml)" feature in influencing your urchase decision of the two wheeler? (Here 1=least 

imortant, 7=most imortant) 

 

  
Frequency 

 
Percent 

 
Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid .00 1 1.0 1.0 1.0 

 1 5 5.0 5.0 6.0 

 2 3 3.0 3.0 9.0 

 3 7 7.0 7.0 16.0 

 4 8 8.0 8.0 24.0 

 5 11 11.0 11.0 35.0 

 6 10 10.0 10.0 45.0 

 7 55 55.0 55.0 100.0 

 Total 100 100.0 100.0  

 

 

 

How imortant is the "Average (Kml)" feature in influencing your urchase 
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Analysis: 
 

 

Out of the seven features of the two wheeler that influence the urchase decision of the brand and 

tye of a two wheeler if we talk about the “Average (Kml)” of a two wheeler a highest 55 

ercent of the resondents uts “Average (Kml)” on the scale of 7 signifying it to be the most 

imortant feature to consider while urchasing a two wheeler as a good average means saving of 

fuel and in turn saving of money making it soft on the ockets of the users, 10 ercent of the 

resondents uts “Average (Kml)” on the scale of 6 thus making it a more imortant feature 

while urchasing a two wheeler, 11 ercent uts the “Average (Kml)” of the vehicle on the 

scale of 5 making it very imortant, 8 ercent of the resondents uts “Average (Kml)” of the 

vehicle on the scale of 4, followed by 7 ercent of the resondents who uts the “Average 

(Kml)” of the vehicle on the scale of 3 whereas a least 3 ercent of the resondents uts 

“Average (Kml)” on the scale of 2 making it a less imortant feature while urchasing a two 

wheeler. 5 ercent of the eole says that “Average (Kml)” of an engine is least imortant while 

urchasing a two wheeler thus uts it on the scale of 1. 
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9. CONCLUSION 

 
After collecting the information acquired and analyzing the frequencies & statistics, we came to 

a conclusion that Hero MOTOCORP., Bajaj and Yamaha are the most referred brands of Two- 

Wheelers among the consumers. Hence it is concluded that Bajaj is the biggest cometitor of 

Hero MOTOCORP. followed by Yamaha. 

 
As from the data it is clear that two wheeler customers are mostly in the age grou between 16 to 

60 years and falls in business, service and student class who are active regarding the market, 

earning a good amount and have a good knowledge of the features and quality of the different 

brands of two wheelers. The eole have become very much aware of their surroundings because 

of which they cannot be dued on any ground. Also it is very clear that the roduct has to have 

good features, erformance and after sale service thus giving the good value to the money of 

consumers and a bit more than that that is caring for customers only then they will care for you. 

Many a customer centric rogrammes have been launched by Hero MOTOCORP. but even then 

Bajaj two wheeler owners are more than Hero MOTOCORP. two wheeler customers as Bajaj has 

understand the need of the majority of the bike owners i.e. good looking, mileage and more cc or 

dislacement. But if we comare Bajaj with hero MOTOCORP. in terms of the existence in India 

Bajaj is the oldest layer in India in two wheelers category even then by making the customer as 

it’s centre oint Hero MOTOCORP. has succeeded in becoming a biggest cometitor of Bajaj in 

India and a Major layer in two wheelers in terms of the sale all over the World. 
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10. QUESTIONAIRE 

 

1. DO YOU OWN A TWO WHEELER? 

1. YES 

2. NO 

 
2. WHAT TYPE OF TWO WHEELER DO YOU HAVE? 

1 .00 

2 MOTORCYCLE 

3 SCOOTY 

 
3. WHAT IS THE BRAND OF YOUR TWO WHEELER? 

1. HERO MOTOCORP. 

2. BAJAJ 

3. MOTOCORP. TVS MOTORS 

4. LML 

5. YAMAHA 

6. SUZUKI 

7. KINETIC 

 
4. HOW DO YOU PREFER A TWO WHEELER AS? 

1. NECESSITY 

2. SAFETY 

3. STATUS SYMBOL 

4. NO USE 

 
5. HOW IMPORTANT IS “DIMENSION AND WIEGHT” IN INFLUENCING YOUR 

PURCHASE DECISION OF TWO WHEELER? 

1. MOST IMPORTANT 

2. AVERERAGE IMPORTANT 

3. PARTIALLY IMPORTANT 

4. NOT IMPORTANT 

 
6. How imortant is "Engine & Electricals" in influencing your urchase decision of a two 

wheeler? 

1. MOST IMPORTANT 

2. AVERERAGE IMPORTANT 

3. PARTIALLY IMPORTANT 

4. NOT IMPORTANT 
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7. How imortant is "Transmission (Gears)" in influencing your urchase decision of a two 

wheeler? 

1. MOST IMPORTANT 

2. AVERERAGE IMPORTANT 

3. PARTIALLY IMPORTANT 

4. NOT IMPORTANT 
 

8. How imortant is "Susension (shockers)" in influencing your urchase decision of a two 

wheeler? 

1. MOST IMPORTANT 

2. AVERERAGE IMPORTANT 

3. PARTIALLY IMPORTANT 

4. NOT IMPORTANT 
 

9. How imortant is "Performance" in influencing your urchase decision of a two wheeler? 

1. MOST IMPORTANT 

2. AVERERAGE IMPORTANT 

3. PARTIALLY IMPORTANT 

4. NOT IMPORTANT 
 

10. How imortant is "After-Sales Service" in influencing your urchase decision of a two 

wheeler? 

1. MOST IMPORTANT 

2. AVERERAGE IMPORTANT 

3. PARTIALLY IMPORTANT 

4. NOT IMPORTANT 
 

11. How imortant is "Tyres Dimension" in influencing your urchase decision of a two 

wheeler? 

1. MOST IMPORTANT 

2. AVERERAGE IMPORTANT 

3. PARTIALLY IMPORTANT 

4. NOT IMPORTANT 
 

12. How imortant is "Brand Image" in influencing your urchase decision of a two wheeler? 

1. MOST IMPORTANT 

2. AVERERAGE IMPORTANT 

3. PARTIALLY IMPORTANT 

4. NOT IMPORTANT 

13. How imortant is "Overall Looks" in influencing your urchase decision of a two wheeler? 

1. MOST IMPORTANT 

2. AVERERAGE IMPORTANT 

3. PARTIALLY IMPORTANT 

4. NOT IMPORTANT 
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14. How imortant is your two wheeler in fulfilling the Personnel urose? 

 

1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT 

2. VERY IMPORTANT 

3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT 

 

15. How imortant is your two wheeler in fulfilling the Commercial urose? 

 

1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT 

2. VERY IMPORTANT 

3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT 

4. SLIGHTELY IMPORTANT 

5.NOT AT ALL IMOPRTANT 

 

16. How imortant is your two wheeler in fulfilling the Safety urose? 

 

1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT 

2. VERY IMPORTANT 

3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT 

4. SLIGHTELY IMPORTANT 

5.NOT AT ALL IMOPRTANT 

 
 

17. How imortant is the "Power" feature in influencing your urchase decision of the two 

wheeler? (Here 1=least imortant, 7=most imortant) 

 

a)1 b)2 

 

c)3 d)4 

 

e)5 f)6 

 

g)7 

 

18. How imortant is the "Seed" feature in influencing your urchase decision of the two 

wheeler? (Here 1=least imortant, 7=most imortant) 

 

a)1 b)2 

 

c)3 d)4 

 

e)5 f)6 

 

g)7 
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19. How imortant is the "Dislacement (cc)" feature in influencing your urchase decision of 

the two wheeler? (Here 1=least imortant, 7=most imortant) 

 

a)1 b)2 

 

c)3 d)4 

 

e)5 f)6 

 

g)7 

 

20. How imortant is the "Number of cylinders" feature in influencing your urchase decision of 

the two wheeler? (Here 1=least imortant, 7=most imortant) 

 

a)1 b)2 

 

c)3 d)4 

 

e)5 f)6 

 

g)7 

 

21 How imortant is the "Average (Kml)" feature in influencing your urchase decision of the 

two wheeler? (Here 1=least imortant, 7=most imortant) 

 

a)1 b)2 

 

c)3 d)4 

 

e)5 f)6 

 

g)7 

22. How imortant is the "Start (Kick/Electric)" feature in influencing your urchase decision of 

the two wheeler? (Here 1=least imortant, 7=most imortant) 

 

a)1 b)2 

 

c)3 d)4 

 

e)5 f)6 

 

g)7 
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23. How imortant is the "Number of Gears" feature in influencing your urchase decision of the 

two wheeler? (Here 1=least imortant, 7=most imortant) 

 

a)1 b)2 

 

c)3 d)4 

 

e)5 f)6 

 

g)7 

 

24. How imortant role does the availability of the Comany showrooms/service centres lay in 

the selection of brand by you during urchase of a two wheeler? 

 

1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT 

2. VERY IMPORTANT 

3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT 

 

25. Are you satisfied with your resent two wheeler? 

 

1. EXTREMELY SATISFIED 

2. SATTISFIED 

3. DISSATTISFIED 

4. EXTREMELY DISSATISFIED 

 

26. You indicate that you are satisfied/dissatisfied with your resent two wheeler. Where do you 

ut the "Performance" on the scale? 

 

1. ABOVE AVERAGE 

2 AVERAGE 

3 BELOW AVERAGE 

 

 

27. You Indicate that you are satisfied/dissatisfied with your resent two wheeler. Where do you 

ut the "Features" on the scale? 

 

1. ABOVE AVERAGE 

2 AVERAGES 

3 BELOW AVERAGE 

4 NOT CONCERNED 
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28. You indicate that you are satisfied/dissatisfied with your resent two wheeler. Where do you 

ut the "After-sales service" on the scale? 

 

1. ABOVE AVERAGE 

2 AVERAGE 

3 BELOW AVERAGE 

4 NOT CONCERNED 

 
 

29. You Indicate that you are satisfied/dissatisfied with your resent two wheeler. Where do you 

ut the "Resale value" on the scale? 

 

1. ABOVE AVERAGE 

2 AVERAGE 

3 BELOW AVERAGE 

4 NOT CONCERNED 

 

30. How do you rate the affect of rice of the two wheeler on your urchase decision? (here 

1=least, 5=most) 

 

a)1 b)2 

 

c)3 d)4 

 

e)5 

 

 

 

31. Which source influenced you most in urchase of a two wheeler? 

 
Personal Information 

Friends and Family 

Advertisements/Publis 
Shed Resources 

Showroom Personals 
Others (Secify) 
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32. Which of the following sources of Information is most effective regarding the urchase of a 

two wheeler? 

 

1. NEWS PAPER/ MAGAZINE 

2. RADIO 

3. TELEVISION 

4. LOCAL BRANDING 

5. SHOWROOM 

6. INTERNET 

7. FREINDS 

 

33. Which source you refer the most for urchasing your two wheeler? 

1 RETAIL 

2 COMPANY OUTLETS 

3 OTHERS 

 

34. Where you refer the servicing of your two wheeler? 

1. COMPANY SERVICE CENTRES 

2. CASTROL BIKE ZONE 

3. LOCAL MACHINES 

 

35. Where do you ut the customer service rovided by your brand on the scale from 1 to 7? 

(Where, 1=oor, 6=Excellent) 

 

a)1 b)2 

 

c)3 d)4 

 

e)5 f)6 

 

36. Would you like to urchase the next two wheeler (vehicle) of the same brand? 

1. YES 

2. NO 

 
 

37. Your Age Grou 

16 TO 30 

31 TO 45 

45 TO 6 
 

38. Sex  
MALE 

FEMALE 
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11. RECOMMENDATION 
 
Since Hero MOTOCORP. is already a most referred Brand due to the CRM Practices followed 

by Hero MOTOCORP. but to give a stiff cometition to the major cometitors in the Indian 

market, some recommendations from my side are as follows: 

 
 It should extensively use the SAP software through the customer care deartment  that 

records every moment of the customer interaction with the emloyees of the customer care 

deartment of Hero MOTOCORP. so that the roblems concerned can be strategically 

resolved afterwards by giving the references to the roblems. 

 Hero MOTOCORP. should take the references of the customers in designing their two 

wheelers into consideration as most of the references are the basic needs of the customer 

that are resonsible for the change in brands by the customers. There are many recorded 

references and imrovements as suggested by the customers out of which the few alicable 

and most referred ones are as follows: 

1. Providing the wind shield on the scooters/bikes. These shields should be big 

enough to rotect their clothes form the dust and smoke on the roads. 

2. Providing an extra tyres as steny in the bikes as it has been rovided in the 

scooters and scooties. 

3. Providing the big and broader tyres in the two wheelers so as to have a better gri 

even on the dusty roads. 

4. Providing the headlights in the two wheelers that can shine well and should not be 

blazy. 

5. Imroving the average of the costly models like CBZ, Karizma, etc. 

6. Fuel ies in the bikes should be metallic instead of rubber and it should be fixed 

ermanently so that nobody can steal out etrol from the bikes. 
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